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"I was with a Korean adoptee"
Jung2018-12-04
Young Hee reporter
(Tue)

Comment

▶ Adopted by artist in 'Korean Island Holiday' sponsored by adopted child

Kwon Myung Won calligrapher writes the names of Korean adoptees in Korean.

The Korean American Artist Association (President Lee Yang-hee) held a Korean Holiday Market event at St.
Mark Presbyterian Church in Bethesda, MD, on May 1.
At the event hosted by Ginkgo Leaf Arts, an American adoptive parent group of Korean American children,
13 members of Auspicious Association (Shin In Sun, Shin Myung Sook, Kwon Myung Won, Kim Myung Sook,
Kim Wanjin, Min Won Kim, Ji, Park Eun-hee, Park Suk-kyung, Lee Yang-hee) showed works of paintings and
crafts and volunteered to make stamina kites together with adopted children.
In particular, Kwon Myungwon calligrapher wrote the names of the adoption children who came to the
venue in Korean calligraphy carefully and asked him not to forget his roots.
"I am delighted that the professional writers of the Myeonpyeong have contributed talent to significant
events during the year-end and New Year holidays," said Lee Yang-hee. "We hope that Korean adoptees will
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help them to have a sense of identity and pride as Koreans."
Chang Jae Eun, a representative of the JUB Cultural
Center, and the children 's dance group performed
traditional Korean costumes, concentric dance, flower
basket dance and solo Arirang stage.
In addition, lunch boxes filled with bulgogi, soup, kimchi,
rice cakes, and buns were offered to visitors free of
charge to inform Americans of the Korean culture.
In the event, where high-quality Korean cultural goods
sold by their foster parents directly to Korea were sold at
a reasonable price, "I Bite the Bad Guys - A Tale of the
Korean Tiger" co-written by Debbie Kent and Joan Swolsky, 'The book also attracted attention.
The entire event proceeds sponsored by the Washington Consulate General are used for adopted children.

Jung Young Hee reporter
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